
MOCINGBIRD Closes Successful Seed Round,
Raising $1.5M

MOCINGBIRD was founded by two practicing

physicians who are concerned about clinician

burnout and the role the daunting, yet necessary

credentialing process contributes to it.

Funds earmarked for expansion of

platform, roll out in additional markets

NORTH KINGSTOWN, RI, UNITED

STATES, January 11, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- MOCINGBIRD is

celebrating the closure of its seed

round, which yielded $1.5 million. 

Heading into 2021, MOCINGBIRD

expects to onboard a significant

number of healthcare organizations,

thereby positively impacting thousands

of clinicians with its cloud-based, SaaS

ongoing medical credentialing

management platform. The seed

money - which consists of investments from several people with deep ties to leading healthcare

organizations - will be vital to expanding and accelerating the buildout of the platform.

MOCINGBIRD also plans to hire a team of talented professionals to introduce MOCINGBIRD to

additional markets.

This seed funding brings us

closer to our ultimate goal -

helping clinicians find more

balance in their busy lives.”

Ian Madom, MOCINGBIRD Co-

Founder

"I'm thrilled that we've been able to close out our seed

round, and this was truly a team effort," said MOCINGBIRD

CEO Brad Artery. "These funds allow us to step off into

2021 with significant momentum and high confidence in

our product and team."

MOCINGBIRD allows healthcare professionals, clinicians,

and administrators to streamline, track and store their

continuing education credits from all providers while ensuring clinicians stay up-to-date and

compliant on all their maintenance of certification (MOC) and ongoing credentialing

requirements. 

MOCINGBIRD was founded by two practicing physicians who are concerned about clinician

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.mocingbird.com/


burnout and the role the daunting, yet necessary credentialing process contributes to it.

“This seed funding brings us closer to our ultimate goal - helping clinicians find more balance in

their busy lives,” said MOCINGBIRD Co-Founder Ian Madom, who is also an orthopedic spine

surgeon. “Enabling clinicians to spend less time managing their ongoing education and

credential requirements, allows them to focus more on what matters most - their families and

their patients.”

To that end, MOCINGBIRD continues to seek strategic partnerships with innovative healthcare

organizations that want to ensure the well-being of not only their patients but also their

clinicians.

About MOCINGBIRD

Founded by busy doctors, MOCINGBIRD is a cloud-based platform that positively impacts the

healthcare ecosystem by modernizing continuing education and simplifying ongoing

credentialing. For individual professionals, we develop frictionless solutions to understand, track,

document, and submit the education requirements for the maintenance of their professional

licenses. For medical institutions, we provide meaningful tools to manage a growing medical

professional workforce by enabling more efficient uses of resources and more targeted

educational opportunities through data-driven professional education oversight and analytics.
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